Introduction
Although electron heating across collisionless shocks has attracted much attention for many years, the problem of predicting the electron temperature changes across collisionless fast mode shocks remains an open question. Particle codes supported by high time resolution in situ plasma measurements have proven to be valuable tools in elucidating ion heating and shock structure on ion scales but have difficulty in recovering observed electron heating signatures. In particular, hybrid simulations with kinetic ions and massless fluid electrons played a major role in determining the ion dissipation mechanism while recovering the salient features of the shock field structure [Leroy et al., 1982; Leroy and Winske, 1983; Goodrich, 1985] as caused by broken ion signatures observed in strong and weak shocks. Early vary on scales of the order of the convecting ion inertial attention focused on microinstabilities and subsequent length (e.g., U,/f•ci) which are much larger than the turbulence as a mechanism for converting directed en-electron gyroradius. Even the main shock ramp's logergy into random energy via waves [e.g., Biskamp, 1973 ; arithmic scale length is typically ~10 c/ovpe, contrary Davidson and Krall, 1977; Wu et al., 1984;  Winske to the nonadiabatic premise. As a consequence, elecet al., 1985, 1987] . Proponents of the microinstability tron behavior is constrained by the first adiabatic inparadigm sought to replace collisions with wave particle variant, and the electrons remain magnetized throughinteractions as the dominant momentum transfer and heating mechanism in collisionless shocks. One principal class of waves thought to occur at collisionless shocks and impact electron heating was the ion acoustic type of modes [e.g., Biskamp, 1973; Gateev, 1976; Papadopoulos, 1977; Greenstadt and Fredricks, 1979] . These are high-frequency (w ~ Wpi) electrostatic modes which derive their free energy from sufficiently large cross-field drifts. However, observations [Scudder et at., 1986a] have demonstrated that the electron-ion drift is not sufficiently large to meet the threshold required to excite ion acoustic turbulence. Low-frequency (w • •½i) modes can occur, but there is insufficient time for these types of waves to grow to significant amplitudes within the shock layer and play a major role in particle heating [Scudder et al., 1986c; Winske et at., 1987] . Instabilities in the lower-hybrid regime (w ~ •Lu) which include the modified two-stream instability, the kinetic cross-field streaming instability and the lower-hybrid drift instaout the layer. Moreover, electron bulk flow in the HTF is to a good approximation field-aligned [Scudder, 1987] . This simplification allows a quantitative calculation of the behavior of magnetized electrons in the macroscopic fields within the shock layer essential to electron heating. In particular, the detailed study by It is generally agreed that the required entropy change across collisionless shocks is the result of microturbulence. Yet, before one can determine electron heating due to microinstabilities, it is necessary to determine the impact of the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields. In addition, theoretical studies suggest that the coherent effects on electron heating implied by the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields present in collisionless shocks may be significant [Goodrich and Scudder, 1984] . One recent suggestion invoked diverging electron trajectories as a mechanism for the coherent energization of electrons [Balikhin et al., 1993; Balikhin and Gedalin, 1994] . In this picture, sufficiently inhomogeneous crossed electric and magnetic fields are supposed to break guiding center ordered behavior of electrons and cause the electron trajectories to diverge. It is argued that the guiding center approximation of magnetic moment conservation no longer applies. Hence the energization of the demagnetized electrons is suggested to be responsible for the electron temperature change across the shock. However, the 2-D implicit full particle simulation by Krauss-Vatban et al. [1995] found no evidence of additional heating due to diverging electron trajectories as suggested by Balikhin et al. [1993] and Balikhin and Gedalin [1994] . Moreover, this heat- [Frank et al., 1992 ] at a weak quasi-perpendicular Earth bow shock (discussed by Kivelson et al. [1995] )is theoretically mapped to the downstream side and compared to observation. The difference between the present study and previous studies employing similar techniques is that the present work applies the Vlasov-Liouville mapping technique to the full electron velocity distribution function (rather than just a cut) thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of the macroscopic fields in producing the entire velocity distribution function signatures observed behind the weak shock even before any wave particle scattering is considered. [Goodrich and Scudder, 1984] .
Theoretical Mapping of Mirror
In this section we assess the impact of coherent effects on electron heating and phase space signatures by using a model upstremu distribution function, f•. f• is mapped to the downstremu side of the shock using Liouville's theorem to obtain the downstremu distribution function, f2 which is then compared to f•. In addition to conservation of energy, the mapping procedure uses the following simplifying assumptions. First, the electrons are assumed to remain magnetized everywhere throughout the shock layer. In addition, the fieldaligned flow approximation is invoked. With these assumptions the magnetic moment is conserved, and the electron bulk flow remains along the same magnetic flux b Estimated from plasma and field data using RH jump relations as leverage.
•Estimated using •q -Vi relation. aEstimated using polytrope closure relation with 7 = 5/3. eOptimal value assumed in the X a fit procedure of this paper. (Received April 1, 1998.)
